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4226 Ridge Lea Road, Amherst, New York 14226 
We discuss a family of systems and languages (called TOL) which have 
originally arisen from the study of mathematical models for the development 
of some biological organisms. From a formal language theory, point of view, 
a T0L system is a rewriting system where at each step of a derivation every 
symbol in a string is rewritten in a context-free way, but different rewriting 
steps may use different sets of production rules and the language consists of 
all strings derivable from the single fixed string (the axiom). 
The family of T0L languages (as well as its different subfamilies considered 
here) is not closed with respect o usually considered operations; it is "in- 
comparable" with context-free languages, but it is contained in the family of 
context-Dee programmed languages. T0L languages form an infinite hierarchy 
with respect o "natural" complexity measures introduced in this paper. 
INTRODUCTION 
L-languages (also called developmental languages) were introduced by 
A. Lindenmayer (1968) for the description of the development of filamentous 
organisms. Originally they were described in terms of linear arrays of 
automata, but in later works the formalism was changed to the more 
linguistical notion of an L-system. This gave rise to various families of 
developmental l nguages with an already fairly developed literature. 
This paper continues research on L-systems without interactions (also 
called 0L systems) done in Herman (1971), Lindenmayer (1971), Rozenberg 
and Doucet (1971). 
Let us imagine an organism which in different environmental conditions 
(such as dark, light, cold, warm, etc.) develops according to different sets 
of developmental rules. To describe the development of such an organism 
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one has to provide different sets of developmental rules, with the assumption 
that at each moment of time only one such set is obeyed. In fact, such a 
situation is discussed in Surapipith and Lindenmayer (1969), where empirical 
results describing effects of light and darkness on some of the filamentous 
fungi are presented, and then a conclusion reached that, for those two 
different external conditions, one needs two different sets of developmental 
rules which cannot be mixed up. One can mention here that the same idea 
is needed to describe the onset of flowering in plants which are sensitive 
to the length of days. 
To cope with such situations, we introduce the notion of T0L systems 
and languages. A T0L system has the following components 
(i) A finite set of symbols, Z, the alphabet. 
(ii) A starting string, o J, the axiom. 
(iii) A finite collection ~ of tables, each of which is a finite set of 
productions which tell us by what strings in 21" a symbol may be replaced. 
In every step of a derivation, all symbols in the string must be simultaneously 
replaced according to the production rules, all of which are chosen from 
one (but arbitrary) table. The  language generated by the given T0L system 
consists of all strings which can be derived from ~o in a finite number of steps. 
Note that two main differences in the definition of a T0L system (and 
its language) with, say, the context-free grammars of Chomsky (see, e.g., 
Hopcroft and Ullman (1969)), namely: 
(i) the lack of nonterminals, 
(ii) simultaneous application of productions to all occurrences of all 
letters in a string, imply in fact that 
(iii) we cannot apply most of the techniques used in proving facts 
about languages in Chomsky's framework, and 
(iv) all essential concepts here are very different from those generally 
used in formal language theory. 
One more remark is in order here. An important and intensively studied 
operation in formal language theory is the iterated substitution (see, e.g., 
Greibach (1970), Kral (1970), McWhirter (1971)). In fact all research done 
on 0L languages can be viewed as studies in iterated substitutions; after 
all 0L systems define an iterated substitution of finite sets (all right sides 
of productions for one letter) into a singleton (the axiom). Note that in 
this respect definitions of 0L languages are simple and natural even from 
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the formal language theory point of view. All variants of 0L systems (in 
particular T0L systems) could be considered then as variants of the definition 
of languages by iterated substitutions. 
Thus, the idea of T0L systems and languages is natural from both 
biological and formal language theory point of view. 
In the first section of this paper, all necessary definitions are given. In 
the second section, some examples and elementary properties of T0L 
systems and languages, as well as some examples of non-TOL languages, 
are discussed to acquaint he reader with the subject of this paper. 
The third section starts with the discussion of interrelations of different 
subfamilies of T0L languages (Theorem 1) and then closure properties of 
subfamilies of T0L languages are presented (Theorems 2 and 3). Again 
as it was the case with 0L languages (see Rozenberg and Doucet (1971)), 
none of these families is closed with respect to any of the usually considered 
operations. 
In Section 4 the role of erasing in T0L systems is discussed and it is shown 
that whereas erasing considerably increases the class of languages generated, 
if we consider T0L systems without erasing only, then with the use of a 
(partial) coding (letter-to-letter homomorphism) we can still generate all 
T0L languages (Theorem 5). 
In the next section, we discuss inclusion relations between T0L languages 
and the languages in the Chomsky hierarchy, including the programmed 
grammars of Rosenkrantz (1969). The main result here (Theorem 6) states 
that each T0L language is a context-free programmed language. 
The last section of the paper discusses two different complexity measures 
for languages defined by T0L systems. The complexity measures introduced 
are natural from both the biological and the formal language theory point 
of view, and it appears that they are reasonable in the sense that they are 
independent and give rise to an infinite hierarchy of complexity classes 
(Theorem 8). 
This paper should help to convince the reader that developmental 
languages provide a new source of ideas and problems to formal language 
theory. 
PRELIMINARIES 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of formal 
language theory (e.g., Hopcroft and Ullman (1969)). We use here the 
following terminology and notation. 
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(1) Given'an alphabet 2J, 
( c~)~ denotes the class of context-sensitive languages over X, 
((go~)s denotes the class of context-free languages over 2, 
(~)z denotes the class of regular languages over X, 
-~z denotes the class of context-free programmed languages over Z, 
Coz denotes the class of OL languages over ~, 
(~(9)z  denotes the class of deterministic OL languages over Z, 
(2) For the notion of a context-free programmed grammar (language), 
we refer to Rosenkrantz (1969). 
(3) A stands for the empty word, ~ stands for the empty set. If  x is 
a word, then ig(x) stands for the length of x. N + denotes the set of positive 
integers. #A denotes the cardinality of a set A. 
(4) u ,  - - ,  ~ , . ,  @, *, c denotes respectively set theoretical union, 
complement, intersection, product, cross operator (or Kleene's cross), 
star operator (or Kleene's star), reversal (A c denotes reversal of A). For  
definitions of these operations ee, e.g., Hopcroft and Ullman (1969). 
(5) By a (partial) coding, we mean a (partial) homomorphism which 
to each letter (in its domain) assigns a letter. I f  h is a partial coding and x 
is a nonempty word, then h(x) is defined if, and only if h(a) is defined, 
for each letter a which occurs in x. If  L is a language and Lh = {x in L: 
h(x) is defined} then h(L )= U~L~ {h(x)}. In case the coding is a total 
function, we call it a total coding. 
(6) Let Z' be a finite alphabet, Z = {~1 .... , an}. A Z-vector is a vector 
v = (v l , . . .  , vn) such that for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, v i = 0 or 1. If  w ~Z*  
then the w-vector (denoted as B(w))  is defined as a Z-vector v ~ @1 ,..., vn) 
such that vi - 1 if, and only if, w = W~i~ for some ~ and ~ in Z*. I f  v, v' 
are two Z-vectors, v ~---(v I , . . . ,  v~.), v '=  (vt',... , v~') for some n ~ 1, 
then we say that v is contained in v' if, and only if, for all i, 1 ~ i ~ n, 
if v~ - :  1, then v~' = 1. We denote this by v < v'. 0 denotes the zero 
Z-vector, it is 0 ~ (0 ..... 0). Given two Z-vectors v, v', their sum (denoted 
as v + v') is defined as v + v' = (z  1 .... , zn) , where, for 1 ~ i ~ n, zi = 1 
if, and only if, v i=  lo rv i '  = 1. Letx=a l " -a~,y  ~b l ' ' ' b~, l>/k  >~ 1, 
be words in Z +, a 1 .... , ak , bl ..... b z ~ ~.  We say that x is a subword of y 
(x -<~ y),  if there exist words ao .... , ~k in X*, such that y ~ %aloha 2 ".. akc~k. 
In this case we say that x is a ((~0 ..... c~))-subword ofy .  
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1. DEFINITIONS 
DEFINITION 1. A T0L  system (over an alphabetZ) is defined as a construct 
G = (27, .~, @, where 
1. 27 is a finite set (called the alphabet of G); 
2 . .~  is a finite set, ~ = {P1 ,..., Pf} for some f >/ 1, each element 
of which is a finite subset of 27 × 27*; ~ satisfies the following (completeness) 
condition: (VP).¢ (Va)~ (3~)~ * ((a, c~> E P). P is called the set of tables of G; 
3. a ~ 27+ (called the axiom of G); we assume that both Z and ~ are 
nonempty sets. 
DEFINITION 2. Let G = (Z,-~, a) be a T0L system. Let x~Z +, 
x = a 1 "-" de, where each a; ,  1 ~< j ~< k, is an element of 27, and let y ~ 27*. 
We say that x directly derivesy in G(x ~a Y) if, and only if, there exist P in 
and Pl,..., P1~ in P such that Pl = @1, oq>, p~ ~- (as, ~) , . . ,  PT~ = <a~, ~k) 
(for some % .... , ak ~27.) and y = al "'" ~k • We say that x derives y in 
G(x *~a Y) if, and only if, either 
(i) there exists a sequence of words x0, x,,..., x~ in 2J* (n >~ 1) 
such that x 0 = x, x~ = y and x o ~a x, ~G "'" ~G x~, or 
(ii) x = y. 
A sequence x0 , x 1 ,..., x~ in 27* (n )  1) such that x 0 ~c  Xx ~c  "'" ~c; x** 
is called a derivation (of x~ from Xo) in G. 
• ~a simply denotes the transitive and reflexive closure of the relation ~c .  
÷ 
~a shall denote the transitive closure of ~a .  
DEFINITION 3. Let G :-- <2, .~, @ be a T0L system. The language of G 
(denoted as ~(G) )  is defined as f (G)  = {x: a *~c x}. 
DEFINITION 4. Let 2J be a finite alphabet and L C 27*. L is called a 
TOL language if, and only if, there exists a T0L grammar G such that 
~(G)  = L. We denote the family of T0L languages over 27 by Yz .  
DEFINITION 5. A T0L system G ~- (Z , -~ i  a) is called deterministic 
(denoted as DTOL) if, and only if, for each P in ~ and each a in 2J there 
exists exactly one element <A, @ in P such that A = a. 
DEFINITION 6. Let 27 be a finite alphabet and L C 2;*. L is called a 
deterministic T0L  language if, and only if, there exists a DTOL grammar G 
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such that ~(G)  == L. We denote the family of deterministic T0L  languages 
over 27 by (~ J - ) z .  
DEFINITION 7. If G = <27, ~,  a> is a (deterministic) T0L  system such 
that #~ = 1, then it is called a (deterministic) 0L system. D0L systems 
is short for a deterministic 0L system. 
DEFINITIOI~ 8. Let G = <X, ~,  a> be a T0L  sys tem.  G is called 
propagating if, and only if, for each P in .~ and each a in Z, if <a, @ e P 
then a @ A. If for some P in ~,  <a, A> ~ P, for some a in Z', then we say 
that G is nonpropagating or that G is a T0L  system with erasing (where 
<a, A)  is called an erasing production). 
Notation 
Let G = <Z', ~ ,  a)  be a T0L  system. If <a, @ is an element of some P 
in ~,  then we call it a production (for a in P)  and write a ~ a E P, or a --~e ~. 
If x ~a Y "using" an element P of ~ then sometimes we shall write x ~p 3'. 
Also if x ~ Z* and P ~ .~ then P(x) denotes the set { y: y e 2J* and x ~p y}. 
By ~(G)  we shall denote the set of all derivations in G. Th is  means the 
set of all sequences (x o i xl .... , G,), n ~ 1, such that x 0 = a and xj ~a  xj+l , 
for 0 ~ j ~< n - -  1. Sometimes by a derivation we shall mean a sequence 
(x0, x 1 ..... x~) together with the precise set of productions used in each 
derivation step but that shall be always clear from the context and should 
not lead to confusion. I f  ~ = {P1 .... , Ps} then we shall write sometimes 
G = <Z; P1 ,.-., PI  ; a>, or in the case f = 1, G = <Z, P1, @. 
2. EXAMPLES AND ]~LEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF 
T0L  SYSTEMS AND LANGUAGES 
In this section we shall present some examples of T0L  systems and 
languages, some examples of non-TOL languages, and we shall also state 
some elementary properties of T0L  systems and languages. This should 
acquaint the reader with T0L  systems and languages and also help us in 
making the proofs in the sequel shorter and clearer. 
(I) Let X be a finite alphabet. I f  x E 2+, then {x} is a D0L language 
(generated by the D0L system (X, {a ~ a: a ~ Z}, x>). 
(I I) Let 27 ~{a 1 ..... an} , for some n >/ l. Let m~, . . . ,m~N +.
{a~ 1~ ~a~ ~ ~ "" a~k:  k >/ 0} is a D0L language (generated by the D0L system 
9n 2 . .  
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(III) LEMMA 1. Let G = ({a}, ~,  a"), for some r ~ 1, be a T0L  system 
over a one-letter alphabet {a}. 
(1) A ~ ~(G)  if, and only if, there exists a P in .~£ such that a --~e A. 
(2) I f  A ~ ~Lf(G) and x, y are respectively the shortest and the second 
shortest elements of Sf(G), then x = W" and x ~a Y. 
(3) I f  for some P in ~,  a -+p a and a --~e a2, then {aP: p ~ r} _C f (G) .  
We leave to the reader the easy proof of this result. 
(IV) There exist finite but not T0L  languages. 
( IV. l)  Let Z = {a} and L 1 = {a ~, a4}. If we assume that there exists 
a T0L  system G = ({a}, ~,  @ such that ~(G)  = L I ,  then from Lemma 1 
it follows that a = a 2 and, for some P in ~,  a s ~e a 4. Thus, for some P 
in ~,  a --~e a2 and so a 4 ~p aS; or a -->p a and a -+p a ~ and so a2 ~e a6. 
But neither a 6 nor a s is inL  1 ; a contradiction. ThusL  1 is not a T0L  language. 
(IV.2) Let Z ~ = {a, b} and L 2 = {a 2, ba}. If we assume that there exists 
a T0L  system G = ((a, b}, @, @, such that ~°(G)=L2,  then, either 
=a 2ora  =b a . I fa  =a 2 , thena 2 ~cba,  andsofors°meP in~a 2 ~eba.  
Thus a --~p b and a --~e b 2 (because, if a --~p A, then A e ~°(G); a contradic- 
tion). But then a 2 ~e b4; a contradiction. If a = b a, then from the fact 
that each table in ~ has to be propagating (otherwise A ~ ~°(G); a contradic- 
tion) it follows that for each x in {a, b} +, if x ~ ~(G) ,  then lg(x) ~> 3. Thus 
a~-6 ~°(G); a contradiction. Thus L2 is not a T0L  language. 
(IV.3) Let X={a,b}  andLa  ={a,  a2b}. In much the same way as in 
(IV.2) we can prove that L a is not a T0L  language. 
(V) We now give further examples of T0L  languages. 
(V.1) Let Z' = {a, b}. K~ = {a} w {(a2b)a~: n >/0} and K~ = {A, a, a2b} 
are D0L languages generated respectively, by D0L systems 
({a, b}, {a --+ a~b, b --~ a~b}, a> and ({a, b}, {a -+ A, b --~ a}, a2b). 
(V.2) Let Z ~ : {a}. K 8 : {a2n: n ~ 1} and K4(m ) ~ {a% arr*-~,..., a, A}, 
where m ~ N +, are 0L languages generated respectively, by the 0L systems 
({a}, {a ~ a, a --~ a3}, a ~) and ({a}, {a --~ a, a -~ A}, a~). 
(V.3) Let 2: = {a, b, c}. 
K~ : {a~°'~: n, m >~ 0} and K~ = {c} u {b}{a~: n >~ 0} u {c}{a~'~:  >~ 1} 
are T0L  languages generated respectively, by the T0L  systems 
<{a}; {a -~ a~}, {a --, a~}; a)  
643/23/4-5 
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and 
({a, b, c}; {a ~ a, b --~ ba 2, c ~ c), 
{a ~ a ~, b ~ b, c ~ e}, {b --~ caL a ~ A, ~ ~ c}; b). 
(VI) LEMMA 2. For every alphabet X, i f  L is a T0L  language over X then 
so is L U {A}. 
Pro@ Let Z be an alphabet and L a T0L  language over X. Let G = 
(X; P1 ..... P ,  ; @, for some f />  1, be a T0L  system such that ~*°(G) ---- L. 
Let P0 ={a~A:a~Z}-  Obviously, if x~Z + then x~eoA and so if 
H = (Z;  P0, P1 .... , P, ; or) then ~C~(H) -~ ~(G)  k9 {A}. 
3. INTERRELATIONS AND CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF 
FAMILIES OF T0L LANGUAGES 
In this section we compare the generative capacities of the four classes 
of systems (TOL, 0L, DOL; DTOL) and then we investigate the closure 
properties of the four families (TOL, OL, DOL, DTOL) of languages. 
THEOREM 1. 
(0 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
Proof. 
For every finite alphabet Z 
( ~ J - )~ ~ ~-~ ,
(2~) :  2 o : ,  
(gz and (~Y)z  are incomparable but not disjoint. 
(~o) :  2 (#Y) :  . 
As the inclusion results ((9 z C ~-'~ , (~@)z C_ (~ J - ) s  , (~(9)z C @s , 
(~ J - ) z  C Yz) follow directly from definitions, we shall prove only that 
inclusions listed in (i) through (iii) are proper. We shall prove this theorem 
in the case #Z ----- I, say Z ~- {a}, and so it holds for any alphabet Z. (Note 
that if L _C {a}* and a ~ Z then L E (9z(~--z, (~C)x,  etc.) if, and only if, 
L e (9~)(~a~, (~(9)~), etc.)). 
(i). To prove (i), we shall prove that the DTOL language K 5 
{aZ"'3m: n, m >~ 0}, (see Section 2, (V.3)), is not a 0L language. Let us 
suppose, to the contrary, that K 5 is generated by some 0L system H 
{{a}, P, @. Then from Lemma 1 it follows that a --~ A is not in 1o, ~ -~ a 
and a ~/a  2. Thus a --~p aL Also, because a 3 ~ Ka,  a 2 ~n a3 or a ~n a3- 
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If  a 2 ~H aa, then a --~e a and a --+e a~, and so from Lemma 1 it follows 
that {a} + C Ka ; a contradiction. I f a ~H aa then a ---~e aa, and this together 
with the fact that a ---**, a s implies that a e ~H aS" But a m ¢ K 5 ; a contradiction. 
Thus K 5 is not a 0L language, but it is a T0L  (even a DTOL) language 
and so (i) holds. 
(ii) and (iii). To prove (ii) and (iii), we shall prove that for every m ~> 2, 
the 0L language (see Section 2, (V.2)) K4(m ) = {a '~, a"-l,..., a, A} is not a 
DTOL language. 
Let m /> 2 and let us assume that K4(m ) is generated by some DTOL 
system H= ({a} ,~,@ where ga ={/) l , . . . ,ps} for some f~ 1. From 
Lemma 1 it follows that, for some P in ~a, a -+p A and so (because H is a 
DTOL system) P = {a --* A}. On the other hand, for no P in ~,  a -+e a~, 
for some g > 1 (as otherwise ~(H)  would be infinite; a contradiction). 
Thus, for every P in -~, either P ~-{a-~ A} or P - :  {a--~ a}, and so 
#~' (H)  ~ 2; a contradiction. 
Hence the 0L language K4(m) is not a DTOL language. But from definitions 
it follows that each 0L language is a T0L  language and each D0L language 
is a DTOL language; hence (ii) and (iii) hold. 
(iv). Proving (i), we have proved that K 5 is a DTOL but not a 0L 
language, and proving (ii) and (iii) we have proved that for every m ~> 2, 
K4(m ) is a 0L but not a DTOL language. On the other hand, by definitions, 
every D0L language is both a 0L and a DTOL language. Hence (iv) holds. 
(v). From (iii) it follows that (~9):~ ~0:c,  thus if (N(P)z = (~ J )a  
then (~- - )~ C dPx which contradicts (iv). Hence (v) holds. 
Thus, given an alphabet X, we have the following situation 
(~0~ 
(2~.¢-)z 
A solid line in this diagram denotes trict inclusion, and when two classes 
K t and K 2 are not connected at all in this diagram it means that K I f5 K 2 v~ 
but K 1 -- (/(1 c3 Ke) =/= > and K2 --  (K1 c~ K2) :/- ~.  
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THEOREM 2.: For each of the following operations: 
(i) union, 
(ii) complement, 
(iii) intersection, 
(iv) product, 
(v) intersection with a regular set, 
(vi) homomorphism, 
(vii) inverse homomorphism, 
there exists a D0L language (or D0L languages if the operation is binary) 
such that the application of the given operation to the given D0L language 
(languages) produces a language which is not a T0L  language. 
Proof (i). Let  K = {a 3} w {a2": n ~> 1}, so K =- {a 2, a 3, a 4, aS,...}. Let  us 
assume that there exists a T0L  system G ~ ({a}, ~,  a )  such that ~(G)  = K.  
F rom Lemma 1, it follows that a -+ A cannot be in any P in ~,  and that 
a = a 2 and a 2 ~a aa. Thus  for some P in ~,  a---*j, a and a--+p a 2, and 
so from Lemma 1 it follows that {a~: n /> 2} C 5~2(G); a contradiction. 
Hence K is not a T0L  language, but  both {a a} and {a~: n >~ 1} are D0L  
languages (see Section 2, (I) and (II) and so Theorem 2(i) holds. 
(ii). Let  K = {a}* - -  {ae: k /> 0}, hence K = {A, a, a ~, a a, a~,...}. Let  
us assume that there exists a T0L  system G = ({a}, ~, ~) such that 
5('(G) - :  K.  F rom Lemma 1, it follows that for some P in ~a, a--+p A. 
On the other hand for no P in P ,  a - - 'e  A and a ---~p a '~ for some m in {1, 2} 
(otherwise a4~ 5¢(G); a contradiction). Thus  ~ =: a and a ~G a2, which 
implies that for some P in ~,  a --+, a z. Hence, a 4 G 5q(H); a contradiction. 
Thus  K is not a T0L  language, whereas {aa~: k >/0} is a D0L  language 
(see Section 2, (II)), and so Theorem 2(ii) holds. 
(iii). Let  K = K1 c5 K s (see Section 2, (V.1)), so K = {a, a~b}. But 
as it was indicated in (IV.3) K is not a T0L  language, whereas K:,  K~ 
are D0L  languages (see Section 2, (V.1)), and so Theorem 2(iii) holds. 
(iv). Let  K - -  {a~}{a~": n >/ 1}, so K = {a 4, a ~, a:°,...}. Let  us assume 
that there exists a T0L  system G = ({a}, ~,  a )  such that £ f (G)= K.  
F rom Lemma 1, it follows that a 4 =>a a6, and so for some P in ~,  a --+e a 
and a--~> a ~, or a--+p a and a--~e az. But in the former case aS~ ~g°(G), 
: We omit here trivial proofs by using the fact that neither ~ nor {A} are T0L 
languages. We do so because we do not consider the families of languages which differ 
only by ~ or {A} to be essentially different from each other. 
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and in the latter case (see Lemma 1) {aS: n ~> 4}_C ~(G) .  Thus both 
possibilities lead to contradiction. Hence, K is not a T0L  language, while 
{a 2} and (a2~: n >~ 1} are D0L languages (see Section 2(I) and (II)), and so 
Theorem 2(iv) holds. 
(v). Let K={a2~:n>~ 1}C~{a s,ai}, so K~-{a  s,a4}. In Section 2, 
(IV.l), it was proved that {a ~, a ~} is not a T0L  language, but {a~": n ~> 1} 
is a D0L language (see Section 2) and {a s, a 4} is a regular language. Thus 
Theorem 2(v) holds. 
(vi). Let Z ~ {a, b} and ~ be a homomorphism from X into X such 
that ¢(a) z¢(b)  =a.  Then ~({a 2,b4}) ~{a ~,a 4} which is not a T0L  
language (see Section 2, (IV.l)). But {a e, b 4} is a D0L language (generated 
by the D0L system ({a, b}, {a ~ b 2, b ~ b}, as)) and so Theorem 2(vi) holds. 
(vii). Let X = {a,b}, 271 ~ {c}. Let d? be a homomorphism from 27 
onto 2:71, such that ¢(a) = c ~, ¢(b) = d. Then ¢-~({c6}) ----- {aa, bbb}. But 
{d} is a D0L language (see Section 2(I)) and {a 2, b a} is not a T0L  language 
(see Section 2, (IV.2)), thus, Theorem 2(vii) holds. 
THEOREM 3. All of the families TOL, DTOL, OL, D0L are closed under 
reversal, but none of them is closed under 
(i) union, 
(ii) complement, 
(iii) intersection, 
(iv) product, 
(v) intersection with a regular set, 
(vi) homomorphism, 
(vii) inverse homomorphism. 
Proof. Let G --  (Z, # ,  @ be a TOL system. Let H = (27, ~,  e*} be a 
TOL system, where ~ ~{P:P~} and for P~,  P is defined as 
{@, @: a e 27 and (a, cd} ~P}. It should be obvious that ~q(H) ~ (~(G))  ~ 
and, that, if G is a DTOL or 0L or D0L system then so is H. Hence, all 
the families TOL, DTOL, 0L, D0L are closed under reversal. The fact 
that none of these families is closed under operations (i) through (vii) follows 
directly from Theorems 1 and 2. 
4. THE ROLE OF ERASING 
in this section, we investigate the consequences of having erasing produc- 
tions in T0L  systems. 
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DEFINITION 9. Let G = (V, ~ ,  a) be a T0L  system. We say that G 
has the linear derivation property if 
(3C)N+ (Vx)~co) (~D)~{a) (qk) N (~w o , w 1 ..... w~)v. 
(D = (a = %,  w 1 ,..., w~ = x) and (Vj) 0 ..... ~(lg(wj) < C • lg(x))). 
It was proved in (Rozenberg and Doueet, 1971) that each 0L system has 
the linear derivation property. A direct consequence of this fact is that 
0L languages are context-sensitive. However, the linear derivation property 
does not hold for T0L  systems in general as is shown by the following 
result. 
THEOaEM 4. There exists a DTOL system for which the linear derivation 
property does not hold. 
Proof. Let us consider the DTOL system G -- ({A, B, a}; / '1 ,  P2 ; AB)  
where P1 = {A -+ A 2, B --+ B a, a ~ a}, P~ = {A --+ a, B -+ A, a ~ a}. 
(i) ~e(a) c~ (a}+ = {a~": n > 0}. 
(ii) Let x 0 =>¢xl ~o ' "  ~ox~,  n /> 1, be a derivation in G such 
that x o = AB, x~ ~{a} + and, for each i,j, 0 ~ i, j ~ n, if i ~= j, then 
x~ =~ xj. It is obvious that 
Xo :z~ Xl ,=>- -.. ~ Xn_ l  ~ Xn  • 
Pz PI P~ P~ 
A2n-IB an-1 This together with (i) implies that x~ a 2"-* and x,_ 1 = 
(iii) It is obvious that there does not exist a positive integer C such 
that for each n e N, C - 2 ~ > 2 ~ + 3 n and this together with (ii) proves 
Theorem 4. 
However, we can prove that each T0L  language can be "generated" 
in a special way by a propagating T0L  system. 
ThEOReM 5. Let G be a T0L  system. There exists (effect#ely) a propagating 
T0L  system G and a partial coding ¢ such that ~'(G) -- {A} == ¢(~cP(C)). 
Outline of a proof. Let G = ( l ,  ~ ,  a) be a nonpropagating T0L  system 
(if G is propagating, then the result is trivial). We shall construct now a 
propagating T0L  system ~ and a (partial) coding q~ satisfying Theorem 4. 
(0) Let V be a new alphabet 
V = {S} vo {,g} v0 {[u, a, v]: a ~ l ,  and u, v are/-vectors}, 
where S, S ¢ I .  
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(1) Let  R be a new table, R ¢} .~, constructed as follows: 
(1.1) S --* R [%,  aa , z l ] [%,  a= , zz] .." [vt , a~ , zz] for every word a 1 "" a t ,  
(l >~ 1, a i~  X for 1 ~< i ~ l), and for all X-vectors % ,..., v~, z,  .... , za such 
that for some %,  % ..... cq in X*, a 1 "-" at is a (@~0 .... , c@)-subword of e and 
(1.2) A -*RAforeveryA~V,A  #S.  
(1.3) R contains only those product ions which are specified in (1.1) 
and (1.2). 
(2) For  each table P in ~,  we construct a new table t5 as follows: 
(2.1) I fa -+eb~' - -bk(k>~l )  and for some % .... ,% inZ*(g>/1)  q" -c  a 
is a ( (% ,..., %})-subword of b 1 "-" bk (ci E 27 for 1 ~ i ~< g) then for every 
[% a, z] in V 
[~, a, ~] 7 [~ + B(%), q ,  td[u.~, c~, t~] -.. [u~, c~, ~ + B(%)] 
where 
(i) ~3 is a 2~-vector, ~ = B(x)  for some x in X* for which there is a w 
(in Z*) such that w ~e x and B(w)  = v, 
(ii) 5 is a Z-vector,  2 = B(y )  for some y in 27*, for which there 
is a t (in X*), such that t ~e3 '  and B( t )  = z,  
(iii) u2 - -  - -u ,  =0,  
(iv) t, = B(cq), t z = B(a.z),..., te_ a == e(%_, ) .  
(2,2) S --~p S, 
X---~ $, 
[u, a, v] -%e ¢~ for all X-vectors u, v and for all a in 27 such that 
a ---~p A.  
(2.3) 
and (2,2). 
(3) 
(4) 
P contains only those product ions which are specified in (2.l)  
= (V,  ~ ,  S} is a (propagating) T0L  system, where 
= {P: P ~.~} u {R}. 
Let  ¢ be a (partial) coding, ¢: V* ~ 2* ,  such that 
¢([0, a, OJ) = a for a~Z' ,  
¢(x) is not defined for x • [0, a, 0], where a e 2.  
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CLAIM, ¢ (~(~) )  = ~f (e )  - -  {A}. 
Before we proceed to the indication of the formal proof of this claim, 
let us explain the intuition behind the construction of G and ¢. Let us 
consider a derivation D in G (together with the precise use of productions 
in each derivation step). Within a one step derivation D: x ~o  Y, one can 
in an obvious way (see Parikh (1966) for a similar construction for context- 
free grammars) specify for any substring 2 of x the substring :p of y derived 
(in D) from 2. This notion can also be extended to longer than one-step 
derivations. Of course it is possible for 2 to consist of only one letter. So, 
given a derivation D: x = a 1 "" a s "'" am ~c  xx ~ "'" ~a  xT~ = y, h >/ 1, 
the substring y(aj) of y derived from aj (aj is a letter) is precisely and 
uniquely defined. We shall call aj D-improductive if and only if this y(aj) 
is empty. (This simply means that a~ does not contribute to the last word 
of D). All letters in the words of D which are not D-improductive we shall 
call D-productive. 
The tables in ~ were constructed in such a way as to provide a possibility 
for the following simulation (in ~) of derivations in G. If D is a derivation 
in G, then we construct a corresponding derivation D in ~ in such a way 
that we do not introduce D-improductive occurrences of letters. Instead, 
we keep track of all D-productive occurrences of letters, remembering, 
however, (using Z-vectors) which letters have a D-improductive occurrences 
between any two adjacent occurrences of D-productive letters (or to the 
left of the leftmost D-improductive occurrence, or to the right of the 
rightmost D-improductive occurrence) in a string obtained in a given 
derivation step. This is sufficient as we are interested only in whether a 
simulation (in G) of D is correct in the sense, that, all D-improductive 
letters will eventually "disappear" in the last step (so that we derive in G 
a word of the form [0, b 1 , 0][13, b 2 , 0] "-- [0, bn, 0], n >~ 1, where the last 
word of D was b 1 "" b~). The coding ¢ is so constructed that only words 
of the above form get "translated" into words in Z+. 
The formal proof of the claim can be carried through the following sequence 
of lemmas and corollaries. 
LEMMA 3. I f  for  some k ~ 1, a l , . . . ,  a~ in Z,  and X-vectors vl .... , ve ,  
Z 1 ~..., 2;]e 
s ~ [v~, a~, zd "' [v~, a~, z~] 
then ~oaaalae "'" aTc~ k e ~(G)  for some a o ..... ~ in X*  such that B(ao) < vl , 
B(o~I) < z l  + v2 ,..., B (~- l )  < ~'k--1 -~- eJk, B(°~k) < 7dtz" 
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Lemma 3 is expressed in the terms of the "<"  relation rather than in 
terms of the "="  relation. The intuitive reason for this is the following. 
Whereas Z-vectors are "remembering" which letters have D-improductive 
occurrences in a given string of a given derivation D, they do not remember 
how many of these D-improductive occurrences are present (and in which 
combination). In some derivation step in ~, we may have replaced these 
X-vectors in such a way that we introduced more D-improductive occurrences 
of some letters, than their actual number in the corresponding word (in D). 
COROLLAS-at 1. I f  S ~ ~ [0, a , ,  0][0, a2 ,0 ]  "'" [0, ak , O], for a~ ,..., aT~ ~ 2, 
then a~ "." a~ ~ S(G) .  
LEMMA 4. Let D ~ (a = w o , w 1 .... , wk. = w) for  some k ~ O, 
w o .... , wj~ ~ Z ÷ be a derivation of  w h~ G. Let  j ~{0,..., h -  1}. Let  ys be a 
( (%,  % .... , %))-subword of  wj , g ~ 1, for some % ,..., % in X* such that 
Ys consists of  D-productive occurrences of  letters (in ws) only, and each %,  
0 ~ p ~ g, consists of  D-improductive occurrences of  letters (in ws) only. 
Let  y5 ~ c a ".. c a , where q ,..., c~ ~ Z. 
We have 
for  some Z-vectors % ,..., %,  z 1 ,..., zg such that 
B(%)  = v~ , B (%)  = ~ 
and 
B(~,)  = z~ + v~. , B (%)  = z~ + va ,..., N%-O = z~- i  + v~ . 
COROLLARY 2. I f  cr *~ G al ... al~ , for  some h ~ 1, a~ ,..., ak ~ X, then 
s ~o [0, a~, o] ... [o, a~, o7. 
Both Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 can be proved by induction on the derivation 
length. 
Thus our claim is proved, and as the effectiveness of the construction 
of ~ and ~ should be obvious, Theorem 5 is proved. 
Remark.  In the sense of Theorem 4, erasing is not essential. It is however 
essential for increasing the generative power of T0L systems. On the one 
hand, it is the only way of introducing the empty string to a T0L language. 
On the other hand, even if we are interested in T0L languages without 
the empty string, erasing considerably increases the generative power, 
which is shown by the following example. 
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Let Z = {ba2": n ~ 0}u{bca": n ~ 0}. Z is a T0L  language (even 
DTOL) as it is generated by the following DTOL system G, 
a = <{a, b, c}; (a --~ a ~, b -+ b, c --+ c}, 
{a --* a, b --+ b, c --~ ca}, {a -+ A, b ~ bc, c --+ A}; ba). 
However Z cannot be generated by a T0L  system without erasing, which 
can easily be proved using Lemma l(ii). 
5. T0L  LANGUAGES AND CHOMSKY'S HIERARCHY 
As a consequence of Theorem 5, one easily obtains the result that T0L  
languages are context-sensitive. In much the same way as in Rozenberg 
and Doueet (1971), we can design for a given T0L  system G a linear bounded 
automaton which accepts &°(G). The use of Theorem 5 will in fact consist 
of not dealing with G (in case it is nonpropagating) but with a propagating 
T0L  system ~ such that £°(G) -- {A} ----- 4~(~a(G)) for some (partial) coding 4- 
However, we can use Theorem 5 to prove an even stronger esult. 
THEOREM 6. Each T0L  language is a context-free programmed language. 
Outline of a proof. Let G be a T0L  system, G = (0, ~ ,  r) .  
Let H be a propagating T0L  system and 4 a (partial) coding such that 
4,(~(H)) - -  ~(G)  --  {A}. 
Let H=(Z;P1  ..... P , ;@,  where 27 :{a l , . . . ,a r  .... ,a,,}, 1 <~r <~m, 
and, for 1 ~<j ~< m, ~(aj) is defined if and only if 1 ~<j ~ r. 
Let, for 1 <~ i <~ f, 
where ntk ~ 1, for 1 ~< k ~< m. 
Let K ~- (Vr ,  VN, J, R, S )  be a context-free programmed grammar 
such that 
(1) v r  = o 
(2) V~v = {S} U 27 U •, where S ¢ ~ u Z and 2 ~ {a-: a e 2} 
(3) J - -  {0, 1 ..... m -]- r} k) I.)i=1 i ,  where, for 1 <~ i <~ f, Ii -~ (.Jj-a Ii~ 
and, for 1 <~j <~ m, I~ = {6 "J" 1],..., [ / " j 'n i j ]} .  
(4) R is defined as follows: 
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(o) 
(1) 
(2) 
(m) 
(-, + 1) 
; 
(m + ~) 
I([1 -1 
I([1 1 
I1 
zl~ l ([1  (I1 
S -÷ 6 {l, m + 1}, ;~ 
~ ~ a~ {2}, {3} 
, : : 
f 
arn -+ a,/~ {m}, U -1{1 
i=l 
u~-+ ~(~,) {m + l}, {,,, + 2} 
<. -+ (&~,.) {m + ~}, {m + r) 
• 1 ]) a~ -,- ~ ,rl~, I~ 
2]) a~ --* a~ I~,  _q~ 
~111) al ---~ (~11 rq.1 /11, "/1Z 
m 2]) a .~- .a ,~ z~,  {1, re+l}  
[([f .  l • 1]) a, -* ~m b~, I~ 
/yx I ([f" 1. "2]) al -'-->'. ~fl') ]/'1, /J~ 
I 
t ( [ f '  m" 1]) a,~,--,- a1,,, 1 / ,~ ,  {1, m q- 1} I f  ~n " " * 
[ ( I f  m ns,~] ) a~-*81.,,~.~ / /~ ,  {1, I,* + 1}, 
(where & corresponds to c~ in the sense that all symbols in c~ are replaced 
by their barred counterparts). 
We claim that 4~(L-qa(H)) ~ ~a(K). A formal proof of this claim would 
be rather tedious, but straightforward, and it is omitted• 
Note also that there exist context-free programmed but not T0L languages 
(e.g., finite non-TOL languages). So we get the following diagram (for any 
finite alphabet Z): 
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We have drawn a dotted line between ~z  and (~- )z  as it is well known 
that for #Z = 1, (~)z  --  (~o~)z and if #Z >~ 2 then (~)~ C (~- )z .  A 
solid line denotes strict inclusion, and when two classes K l and K 2 are 
not connected at all in this diagram it means that K 1 (h K 2 =/= ~ but 
K 1 - (K  ichK~) @ ~ andK a - (K  ic~K2)  % ~.  
6. SOME COMPLEXITY RESULTS FOR T0L  SYSTEMS AND LANGUAGES 
We can consider T0L  systems as 0L systems with a sort of control imposed 
on the use of productions. If we want to prevent the use of two different 
productions at the same time, we put them in different ables. 
On the other hand if we want to be sure that the same production is 
applied to any occurrence of the same letter in a given string, then we have 
to make the tables deterministic. It seems natural to characterize the 
complexity of T0L  languages (with respect o the T0L  definitions) as the 
smallest number of tables, or the smallest number of productions for any 
letter, that has to be used to define a language by some T0L  system. These 
complexity measures are investigated in this section. 
DEFINITION 10. Let G = (X, ~ ,  @ be a T0L  system. 
1. The degree of synchronization of G, denoted as syn(G), is defined as 
the number of tables in ~,  thus syn(G) -= ##.  
2. Let a ~ Z, P ~ g .  Define d (a ,  #)  = {c~: a --~p e~}. 
The degree of nondeterminism of a with respect o P, denoted as deta(a, P), 
is defined as the number of elements in .Yl(a, P), thus detv(a, P) = #d(a ,  P). 
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The degree of nondeterminism of P, denoted as deta(P), is defined as 
deta(P) ~= max~z deta(a, P). 
The degree of nondeterminism of G, denoted as det G, is defined as 
det G = maxe~.~ detG P. 
DEFINITION l l. Let L be a T0L  language. 
1. The degree of synchronization of L, denoted as synL, is defined as 
synL = min{syn G: 5¢(G) = L}. 
2. The degree of nondeterminism of L, denoted as detL, is defined as 
detL = min{det G: 5F(G) = L}. 
EXAMPLE. For any positive integer k, consider the language LT~--= 
{b, a, a2,..., al~}. 
(i) L~ is the language of the TOL system 
({a, b}; {b --~ a, b -~ aZ,..., b -+ a k, a --+ a}; b), 
hence syn L~ = 1 and det L k ~ k. 
(ii) LT~ is the language of the TOL system 
({a, b}; {b --+ a, a -+ a}, {b -~ a z, a - ,  a},..., {b - ,  a ~, a --~ a}; b), 
hence synL~ ~ h and detLt: = 1. 
(iii) It follows from (i) and (ii) that synLj~ = I and detL~ = 1. 
This example illustrates that in some cases using different T0L  systems 
defining the same language one can trade off the degree of synchronization 
against he degree of nondeterminism. The following result shows that this 
is not true in general. 
THEO~E~ 7. For every k, l in N + there exists a finite T0L  language with 
the degree of nondeterminism equal to k and the degree of synchronization 
equal to l. 
Proof. Let k, l ~ N ~-. Let 
3/I,~,~ = {(ba) 7~+~} w (a%%a%~b ... d~+~c"b: 2 ~ j~ .... ,J~+t ~ k + 1 
andkq-1  ~r <~k+I} .  
Thus, e~ell=,Z is a finite language. 
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(I) 
where 
Note that M~,~ is generated by the TOL system 
<{a, b, c}; P~ ,..., P~ ; (ba)~+i> 
P1 - -  {a -~ A, c ~ A,  b ~ a2ck+lb, b ~ aZc~+lb,..., b --~ a~+ld*÷ab}, 
1'2 = {a --~ A, c --~ A, b -~  a2c~+2b,  -~  aZc~+~b,..., b ~ aT~+lck+2b}, 
Pl  = {a --~ A,  c --~ A, b -~ a~c~+Zb,  --~ a~c~+~b,..., b ~ aZ~÷lck+Zb}. 
Thus M~.~ is a finite T0L  language and det M1~.~ <~ k, syn 3~r~.~ < l. 
(I I) Let us assume that G = <{a, b, c}, # ,  a)  is a T0L  system such that 
Y(G) - -  M~,~. 
(1) Let P~.  For every c~,/3 such that a--~p a, b--~e/3 we have 
(ha) k+l ~e (/3~)k+1. Thus, for every ~ such that a -~p c~, a contains an 
occurrence of b, or a ~ a, or a ~ A. 
(2) Let P ~ ~.  If a--~e a, for some a which contains an occurrence 
of b, then (ak+lck+lb) ~+1 ~ 7, for some y which contains at least (k ~- l) ~ 
occurrences of b; a contradiction. 
(3) Let P ~ ~.  I f  a --*l, a, then for every fl such that b ---~e/3, 
(b~)~+~ F (/3~)~+~" 
Thus for every fi such that b --~e/3, we have fi = b. But then 
(a~+lc~+tb)lc+l F (a~+iYk+~b)lc+l 
for every ~/ such that c --~e ~,. Hence for each ~ such that c --~p y we have 
(4) Let P~.  If a - -~ea and a -+cA,  then from (3) it follows that 
(ba) ~+~ ~ e b~+~; a contradiction. 
(5) Let P~.  Let a--~e A. From (1) through (4) it follows that for 
every ~ such that a --~e c~ we have ~ = A. Also for every/3 such that b ---~e fl, 
(ba) ~+~ ~e fl~+L Thus for every /3 such that b--~e/3, either /3 = ba or 
/3 =-a~c'b for some r , s  such that k+ 1 ~r  ~<k+l ,  2 ~<s~<k+ 1. I f  
b--~e ba then (a~+ac~+~b) +~ ~e ('Y~+Zba) ~+~, for every Y such that c--~e V- 
Hence if b --~e ba then for every ~/such that c --~e V, Y = A. I f  b --~p a'~c~b 
for somek+ 1 <~r ~k+l ,  2 <~s ~k+ 1, then 
(ak+lc~+~b)~+l  b'~+~a~c~b) ~÷~, 
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hence (because k + 1 + s > k + 1) for every 7 such that c -*p 7 we have 
7=A.  
(6) From (1) through (5) it follows that for every P in ~ either 
P = {a--~ a, b--7 b, c--~ c} or P is such a table that a -7  A and c -~ A 
are the only productions for a and c in P. 
(7) Let ~ = (ba) 1~+1. Then from (5), (6), and the definition of ?¢I~,~ it 
follows that for every r in N + such that k + 1 ~ r ~ k + l there exists 
a table P in ~ such that b --~e aYrb for some s, 2 ~ s ~ h + 1, and a --~ A, 
c --~ A are the only productions for a and c in P. 
(8) Let l >~ 2. Let P be such a table (in ~)  that a -~ A, c -4  A are the 
only productions for a and c in P and b --~e a~lcrlb, b --~e a*~c~eb for some 
sl , se , r~ , r e such that r l @ re , h + I ~ r e , r 2 ~ k + l, 2 ~ s 1, s 1 ~ k + 1. 
Then (ba) ~+1 ~p (aS~c~b) ~ a~cr~b; a contradiction. 
(9) From (7) and (8), it follows that if ~ = (ba) ~+1 and I >~ 2 then 
syn G >~ t. As syn G must be at least 1, it follows that if ~ = (ba) ~'+~ then 
syn G >~ I. 
(10) Let ~ = (ha) k+~. Then from (5), (6), and the definition of M1~.t 
it follows that for every s in N + such that 2 ~ s ~ h + 1, there exists a 
table P in ~ such that b--~e a'~c~b for some r, k + 1 ~ r ~ k + l, and 
a -+ A, c --~ A are the only productions for a and c in P. 
(11) Let o- = (ha) ~+1. Let us assume that for no P in ~ it is the case 
that b--~e aec~lb and b-+p a3c~b and -" and b ~e a~+ld'k+~b, for some 
r 1,...,r7~+~ in {h+ 1 .... , k+ l} .  Then from (5) and (6) it follows that 
aec~:+~ba3d~+tb "" a~+~ce+~ba~+ace+~b ~ ~°(G); a contradiction. 
(12) From (10) and (11), it follows that if e -~ (ba) ~+~ then det G >~ k. 
(13) From (9) and (12), it follows that if ~ = (ha) ~+~ then syn G >~ l
and detG >~k. 
(14) Almost repeating arguments from (7) through (13) we get that also 
in the case when ~r ~/~.z -  {(ba)~+~}, syn G >~ 1 and det G >~ h. (We 
leave the detailed proof of this case to the reader.) 
(15) From (13) and (14), it follows that syn G ~> I and det G ~> k. 
From (I) and (II), it follows that syn M~.~ = l and det 3/~,z = k, hence 
Theorem 7 holds. 
One may also prove that the language M~.~-  {(ba) ~+t} is such that its 
degree of synchronization is equal to l and its degree of nondeterminism 
is equal to k. We have, however, considered the language M~,z as in this 
case the proof of Theorem 7 seems to be technically simpler. 
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In spite of the above result, there is a method of getting descriptions 
of T0L  languages by T0L  systems with fixed degree of nondeterminism 
(namely 2) and codings, as is shown by the following result. 
THEOREM 8. For each T0L  system G, there exists (effectively) a T0L  
system ~ and a total coding ¢ such that det G = 2 and d('(G) = ¢(~(G)) .  
Outline of a proof. Let G = (Z, ~ ,  a) be a T0L  system, where ~ 
{Pi .... ,P~} for some f~> 1, and X=={al, . . . ,a~}, for some n>/  1. Let 
det G -- M for some M >~ 1. We shall construct a T0L  system ~ and a 
coding ¢ satisfying Theorem 8 as follows. 
(1) Let Vbe  a new alphabet, V ~ {aij: 1 <~ i <~ n, 1 <~j <~ M}. 
(2) I fx~X+,x -~aqaq- ' -a i  ,m>~ 1, aq~Zfor  1 ~<j~<m,  thenlet  
denote the word aqlaql .'. ai~ 1 (so 2 is in V~). Also, if x = A, then X = A. 
(3) Let P e ~.  Let a~ s X, 1 ~< I ~< n, and let a~ --~ ~1), a~ --~ c~2~,..., 
a~ -~ ~h) (for some tt such that 1 ~< tz <~ M, ~), . . . ,  c~h) in Z'*) be the set 
of all productions for a~ in P. We construct a new table/~ as follows. 
For eachj ,  l, 1 ~ l~<n,  1 ~<j<~M 
l 
al~.--~c~ if and only if ~= 1 *~) 
if 1 
(4) Let P0 be a new table, such that 
)0 = {a l l  -~  a l l  ~ act  ~ ai2 , a i2 --~ ai2 ~ a i2 --~ ai3 , ' " ,  ai(M--1) - -~ ai(M-1) 
a i (M_ l )  --~ a im , a im ~ a iM , a im --~ ail: 1 ~ i ~ n}, 
(5) Let G = (V, ~ ,  8), be a T0L  system, where 
={Po}u{P~:  1 ~<i~<f}.  
(6) Let ¢ be a total coding, ¢: V*  ~ X*,  such that 
¢ (a~j ) - -a i  for 1 ~<i~<n,  1 ~<j~M.  
CLA,M. Se(G) = 4(~(4) ) .  
The proof of this claim goes through Lemmas 5 and 6. 
L~MMA 5. I f  6 ~ c ai 1"'' ai m , where i~ ~ {1 .... , n} for 1 <~ j <~ m, m >~ 0, 
then 5 *~G aq~lai2% "'" a%~for  every ut .... , u~,~ in {l .... , M}. 
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LEMMA 6. I f  ~ ~" a aq~ ai,% "'" ai,~ , where m >~ O, i~ ,..., i,~ ~ {1,..., n}, 
u~ ,..., um ~ {1,..., M} and a~ ~ V for  every 1 <~ j <~ m, then a *~ ~ aq "'" ai~ . 
Both lemmas can be proved by induction on the length of derivations. 
Lemmas 5 and 6 prove the claim. Because the effectiveness of constructions 
of .~ and ~ should be obvious, Theorem 8 holds. 
Remark. Note that from the construction of ~ it follows that all tables 
in .~ except for P0 are always deterministic, and if P0 is nondeterministic 
then det~ Po = 2. 
There is also a method of getting descriptions of T0L  languages by 
T0L  systems with fixed degree of synchronization (namely 2) and codings, 
as is shown by the following result. 
THEOREM 9. For each T0L  system G there exists (effectively) a T0L  
system G and a total coding ¢ such that syn ~ = 2 and 5~(G) = ~(&o(~)). 
Outline of a proof. Let G -= (~, ~,  a) be a T0L  system, where P = 
{P~ .... , Pro} for some m ~ 1, and Z -= {a 1 .... , an} for some n ) 1. 
(1) Let U be a new alphabet V = {aiy: 1 ~ i ~ n and 1 ~ j ~ m}. 
(2) I fxeZ  +, x ~- ailai " ' ' '  ais , f ~ 1, ai~ ~ Z for 1 ~ j  ~m,  then for 
each h, 1 ~ k ~ m, let x ~) denote the word ai~ e "" ai1~ (so x (~) is in v+). 
Also if x = A and h ~{1,..., m}, then x ~) = A. 
(3) Let Po be a new table, Po ----- Po~ k) {aim ~ aia: 1 ~ i ~< n}, where 
pot = I{~ "'" if re=l ,  
ai~-+ai( j+,) : l  ~<i~<nand l  ~<j~<m--1}""  if m > 1. 
(4) Let P1 = {a,i --~ ~(Y): 1 ~< i ~ n and 1 ~< j ~< m and a i --+~ a}. 
(5) Let ~={V,~,8)  be a T0L  system where ~-={P0,P1}  and 
(6) Let 6 be a total coding, ¢: V* -+ Z*, such that ¢ (%)= a~ for 
1 ~i~n,  I ~ j~m.  
CLA.a. Z ' (C)  = ¢(Ze(O)). 
The proof of this claim goes through Lemmas 7 and 8. 
LEMMA 7. I f  a *~ a aq "" ai, , ij e {1,..., n} for 1 <~ j <~ f , f >~ O, then for 
every k in {1,..., m}, 8 ~¢ (aq "" a~s)~). 
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LEMMA 8. I f  gr *~d aqulai2u ~ "'" a i ,uf ,  where f >~ 0, i x .... , if ~ {i,..., n}, 
u 1 .... , uf c {1,..., m} then u 1 = u2 - -  - -  u I = t fo r  some t in {1,..., m} and  
~G ai  t "'" ai~ • 
Both lemmas can be proved by induction on the length of derivations. 
Lemmas 7 and 8 prove the claim. Because the effectiveness of constructions 
of P0, P1, and ¢ should be obvious, Theorem 9 holds. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have introduced a new class of systems and languages, 
so called T0L  systems and languages. This class is natural from both the 
formal and the biological point of view. 
As it was also the case for 0L languages ( ee Rozenberg and Doucet (1971)), 
the class of T0L  languages i not closed with respect o all usually considered 
operations, for example those considered in Abstract Families of Languages 
(see, e.g., Greibach (1970)). Thus there is a need to devise operations better 
suited to these languages. (In fact, such families of languages as 0L and 
T0L  languages could be called Anti-Abstract Families of Languages.) 
We have proved that the class of T0L  languages is strictly contained 
in the class of context-free programmed languages but the classification of 
T0L  languages is open to refinement. The role of erasing in T0L  systems 
was to some extent explained by Theorem 5 and the remark following it, 
but still the class of propagating T0L  languages is interesting on its own 
and together with deterministic T0L  languages they are the subject of 
investigation i  a forthcoming paper. 
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